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        Save money and time with a COPENHAGEN CARD

        
            	Free entrance to top-attractions
	Bring two children for free
	Free, unlimited transportation

100% Digital. Download the APP and buy card


  

FROM EUR 64 // USD 70 // GBP 55
Save 30% on average, with a 72-hour card

        

        
            BUY NOW 
        

    

    
        

    
    
    




    



    
    
        Trustpilot
    

    


    
        One Destination - Two Options

        
            COPENHAGEN CARD is the official city card for Copenhagen. Since 1984 we have offered great convenience and big savings for guests coming to explore and enjoy the Danish Capital Region.

We offer two different cards:

COPENHAGEN CARD - DISCOVER® is our 'all-inclusive' card that covers admission to 80+ attractions, includes public transportation including to and from the Airport.

COPENHAGEN CARD - HOP® covers admission to 40+ attractions in the city center and Hop-on Hop-off sightseeing buses in Copenhagen.

*Please note that you can only get 2 free kids cards, when purchasing an adult card.
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        Try our Savings Calculator

        
            COPENHAGEN CARD offers big and valuable savings for visitors coming to explore Copenhagen. Try our calculator to find out just how much you can save.

On average guests save 30% with a COPENHAGEN CARD.

The more you see the more you save - and remember - transportation is always included!

        

        
            GO TO CALCULATOR 
        

    

    
        

    
    
    




    



    
        DON'T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT 

    

    
    
    
        Trustpilot
    

    


    
        COPENHAGEN CARD is Always Digital

    

    
        
            
                

    
    
    




            

            
                1. Download the free app on your phone

            

            
                - Get the app for iOS

- Get the app for Android

            

        

    

    
        
            
                

    
    
    




            

            
                2. Buy or redeem

            

            
                - Bought the card online? Enter the order reference from your confirmation e-mail.

- Bought the card in the app? The cards will appear automatically!

            

        

    

    
        
            
                

    
    
    




            

            
                3. Activate and enjoy!

            

            
                - Activate the card when you are ready to explore! The card works offline after activation.

- Show the card at each attraction and to the transport authorities, upon request.

            

        

    



  
    F.A.Q.

    
      
      
        
          COPENHAGEN CARD - DISCOVER® provides access to 80+ top attractions such as the Tivoli Gardens, Canal Tours Copenhagen, Louisiana Museum, Kronborg Castle, Copenhagen Zoo, and many more.

COPENHAGEN CARD - HOP® includes access to 40+ attractions in central Copenhagen.

You can find the complete list of attractions included in the COPENHAGEN CARD here.

        

        Which attractions are included?
      

      
      
        
          COPENHAGEN CARD provides great savings for visitors in Copenhagen. You always get free admission to museums and attractions in and around Copenhagen and free unlimited transport. 

You can choose between two different types of COPENHAGEN CARD. Either Discover or Hop.

	Discover includes access to 80+ attractions and free public transportation in the entire Capital Region. 
	Hop includes access to 40+ attractions and unlimited use of Hop On - Hop Off buses.


You can always bring two children under 12 years FOR FREE! Note: remember to order kid's cards when purchasing the adult card.

        

        What are the main benefits of a COPENHAGEN CARD?
      

      
      
        
          Yes, each adult carrying a Copenhagen Card ADULT can, free of charge, bring up to two children between the ages of 3 -11 for free. This includes both entry for attractions and public transport.

Please note that children between the ages of 3-11 must have a free Copenhagen Card KIDS (max. two per adult) which must be ordered while purchasing the adult card. Children between 12-15 must get a Copenhagen Card JUNIOR.

Infants between 0 - 2 do not need a card to get in for free.

        

        Can I bring my children for free?
      

      
      
        
          Yes, with the COPENHAGEN CARD - DISCOVER you can travel as much as you like in the Capital Region (zones 1 - 99) with public transport as long as your Copenhagen Card-Discover is valid.

        

        Can I use the public transportation unlimited?
      

      
      
        
          Yes, they are included in COPENHAGEN CARD - HOP. You can use all three routes as much as you like as long as your card is valid.

Please be aware that the buses only are accessible with HOP.

NB: There are several Hop On - Hop Off operators in Copenhagen. COPENHAGEN CARD-HOP works with the operator Stromma - the city's main bus operator.

You can see which buses to look for here.

        

        Are Hop On - Hop Off buses included?
      

      
    

  

  
    
      
        Q:

      

      
        
          Which attractions are included?
        

      

    

    
      
        A:

      

      
        
          
            COPENHAGEN CARD - DISCOVER® provides access to 80+ top attractions such as the Tivoli Gardens, Canal Tours Copenhagen, Louisiana Museum, Kronborg Castle, Copenhagen Zoo, and many more.

COPENHAGEN CARD - HOP® includes access to 40+ attractions in central Copenhagen.

You can find the complete list of attractions included in the COPENHAGEN CARD here.

          

        

      

    

  







 
            
            

            
                

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                        

                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                        

                    

                    
                        	
        Travel Agents & Groups 
    
	
        Gift Card 
    
	
        Terms & Conditions 
    
	
        Cookie & Privacy Policy 
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